
 
 
 

New investment group Thein will focus on 
ICT, cyber security and Industry 4.0 

Prague, July 2nd, 2020 – Top manager with extensive experience mainly from the CEE region, 
technological expert and investor Tomáš Budník, has founded his own investment group called Thein. It 
focuses on established companies in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, which have unique know-how 
related to ICT and Industry 4.0. The ex-CEO of Mountfield Jana Moravová has become the Thein group 
CEO. 

 
Tomáš Budník’s investment group called Thein will invest in projects and companies focused primarily on 
digital transformation with emphasis on the ICT infrastructure and cyber security. The group wants to help 
with growth and new opportunities to established companies, which have unique approach and 
exceptional results in their field. The main goal is, apart from the business and infrastructure support, to 
look for new synergies between the individual companies. The Thein group CEO role has been assumed by 
Jana Moravová, the former CEO of Mountfield. 

 
Thein group CEO Jana Moravová says in regard of her new position: “I’d like to create a space in Thein, 
where skilled people, interesting technological projects and established companies meet. Our goal is to 
support further company growth based on expertise and its long history. I think that’s the only way to 
achieve something extraordinary in Thein.” 

 
“In Thein, we’d like to develop companies, which have been present on the market for years but, for 
example, reached a point from which they can no longer develop on their own, or are going through a 
generational management change. We don’t insert ourselves just on the financial level. We’d like to connect 
their effort with other exceptional companies and build a strong presence on the Czech and Slovak market,” 
adds Tomáš Budník. 

 
About Thein: 
Thein is an investment group owned by a technological expert and investor Tomáš Budník, which specialises in 
technological companies in the Czech Republic and Slovakia operating in ICT, cyber security and industry 4.0. It wants 
to connect interesting projects with exceptional results in its portfolio, and provide them with business and 
infrastructure expertise. Thein’s main philosophy is looking for new synergy amongst the individual projects and 
keeping the Czech know-how in Czech hands. The Thein group was established in April 2020. 

 
Media contact: 
Ondřej Tengler / Rubikon PR 
E-mail: ondrej.tengler@rubikonpr.cz 
Tel: +420 737 503 252 
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